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4 WEEKS TO GO! | ADELAIDE HERE WE COME! | CSANZ ASM 2023

To help you plan and make the most out of your 2023 CSANZ ASM experience, look out for 2023
CSANZ ASM Stream Highlights in your inbox over the next week or so.

You may receive more than one highlight as it will depend on your nominated CSANZ Council(s) of
interest you provided when becoming a member with us. 

If you haven't received your stream highlights with details of speakers and topics for your
cardiology stream of interest, check your junk mail. Or if you would like to receive an additional
stream to add to your calendar - happy to forward it to you. Contact us on info@csanz.edu.au  or
visit the CSANZ ASM website here.

Calling all Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn gurus to spread the word
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Share our official social tiles to your social media page to let your network know you're heading to
#CSANZ2023 and #ANZET23! Download the link here for your next tweet or post!

Next CSANZ Heart School Webinar

Date: Tuesday, 11 July at 7.00pm (AEST)

Topic : Primary Prevention

Presenter:  Prof Tony Stanton, Clinical
Director, Cardiac Investigations Unit at the
Sunshine Coast University Hospital.

Chair:  Dr Stephanie Sargent

Registration is essential. Please click on this link above to receive the Zoom details. 

Missed a webinar?  Go to CSANZ Education webpage to revisit all previous sessions, (member
login required).

Revised Advanced Training Curriculum now available

The revised curriculum for Cardiology has
been finalised and is now available on the
RACP website.  Click the links below to
access the documents.

Adult Internal Medicine Cardiology
Curriculum Standards

Paediatrics & Child Health Cardiology
Curriculum Standards

The College's next steps are planning
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implementation, taking into account the
effect of any changes on supervisors,
trainees, training settings and other key
stakeholders.  Visit the RACP website for
further details about the curriculum renewal
project.

WEBSITE UPDATE | LATEST DEVICE ALERTS

The Latest Device Alerts are now even easier to find on the CSANZ home page.  We have added an
additional link under the For Professionals dropdown... the original link is still top left of the home
page.

CSANZ Home

If you have any queries about the website, access to members or accessing the CSANZ app,
please don't hesitate to contact us on info@csanz.edu.au  or come and have a chat in August -
visit our booth at the CSANZ ASM in Adelaide! 

Congratulations to Prof Robyn Clark and Prof Jeroen Hendriks
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Congratulations to Prof Robyn Clark FCSANZ and Prof Jeroen Hendriks FCSANZ who have been
selected for induction as Fellows of the prestigious American Academy of Nursing (AAN).  Robyn
Clark is Professor of Nursing Research (CFI, Flinders University) & Clinical Chair & Director of
Nursing & Midwifery Research (SALHN).  Jeroen Hendriks is the inaugural Leo J Mahar
Cardiovascular Nursing Chair at the College of Nursing and Health Sciences, Flinders University
and the Department of Cardiology, Royal Adelaide Hospital.

The 253 inductees from around the world will be recognised for their substantial, sustained, and
outstanding impact on health and health care at the Academy’s annual Health Policy Conference
later this year. Image courtesy of @CHAPproject

World Heart Federation 2023 Emerging Leaders announced

Congratulations to two of our members, the
only two Australians who have been
appointed as part of the World Heart
Federation's 2023 Emerging Leaders cohort.
(pictured left to right) Dr Jessica Orchard and
Dr Elizabeth Paratz. 

The 2023 cohort will focus on digital health

and cardiovascular disease (such as coronary heart disease, hypertension and atrial fibrillation).
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CSANZ TRAVEL GRANT - HFSA | 6 - 9 OCT 2023 | CLEVELAND

Applications are now open for a Travel Grant,
provided by the Heart Failure Council of the
Cardiac Society, to attend the HFSA 2023
Conference in Cleveland, Ohio from 6 – 9
October 2023.

Eligibility details, criteria and how to apply
can be found here.

Closing date for application is 11 August
2023.

SURVEY | Care of Women with Cardiac Disease in Pregnancy

You are invited to participate in a national survey which aims to understand cardiologists’ and
obstetricians’ confidence that guideline-based care is being delivered to Australian women with
cardiac disease in pregnancy. This information will be utilised to understand whether and how the
care of these women can be improved.  The project is being undertaken by researchers at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital.  Read more here.

It should not take you longer than 10 minutes to complete the survey. Click this link to go to the
survey.

SURVEY | Genetic Health in Adolescent CHD

You are invited to participate in a survey to
determine population-specific understanding
and needs about congenital heart disease
(CHD) genetics/inheritance.  The aim is to
provide the necessary evidence to implement
a specialised genetics education program for
adolescents with CHD and inform its
development.

Read more here  or  Go direct to the survey here

SURVEY | Implementation of multidisciplinary endocarditis teams

Evaluating infective endocarditis models of care in Australia and describing facilitators,
barriers and attitudes toward implementation of multidisciplinary endocarditis teams

This project aims to identify facilitators, barriers and attitudes toward the implementation of
multidisciplinary endocarditis teams. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to complete a
short online survey. It is anticipated that the survey will take approximately 10 minutes to complete.
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Click here to read the explanatory statement and to participate in the survey.

If you would like further information regarding any aspect of this project, please contact Dr Chris
Robson, Chief Investigator, Monash Health. 

AUSTRALIA

Clinical Nurse Consultant (CNC) – Structural Heart Coordinator (SHC) – Royal Hobart Hospital,
TAS 
Cardiologist – Central Coast, NSW 
Director of Cardiac Imaging – Launceston, TAS
Locum Electrophysiologist Cardiologist – Darwin, NT  
Interventional Cardiologist – Gold Coast, QLD 
Cardiologist – Darwin, NT 

Editorial Manager, Heart Lung and Circulation Journal

NEW ZEALAND

Clinical Nurse Specialist, Cardiology – Wellington Regional and Hutt Valley Hospitals (Permanent
Part-Time or full time ( 0.6-1 FTE)
 
Clinical Nurse Specialist, Cardiology – Hutt Valley and Wellington Regional Hospitals New
Zealand  (Permanent Part-Time 0.9 FTE)

 
INTERNATIONAL

Assistant Professor of BioMedical Sciences, Cardiovascular and Renal Science –
Newfoundland, Canada

 

See all the available opportunities
on the CSANZ Website

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

CSANZ ASM AND ANZET MEETING |  3 - 6 AUG  | ADELAIDE

Only 8 WEEKS TO GO! We can't wait to see you in Adelaide for this year's CSANZ ASM.  Learn
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from the international faculty and local experts, cheer on the listen to and add to the panel
discussion with Q&As and enjoy the specialised workshops and symposiums. 

Read more and register CSANZ    |   Read more and register for ANZET

OR purchase a combined ticket to get the best of both! 

 

HEART COURSE  |   16 – 17 SEPT 2023  |   SYDNEY

The Heart Course is returning to Sydney in September 2023, watch this space for more details as
they are confirmed.

 

ANZSCTS ASM 2023 | 9 - 11 NOV 2023 | WELLINGTON NZ

An engaging speaker line-up has been confirmed with an exciting program encompassing a range
of current topics with interactive workshops. See the link below for more about the ANZSCTS
Trainees Day as well as the Nurse and Allied Health Education Day. International and local faculty
will be supporting these workshop sessions. Read more and register now

 

4CCC (4 Corners of Cardiology) | 16 - 17 FEB 2024 |  MELBOURNE

Download your invitation here and mark it in your diaries now! Read more about the upcoming
program here

 

INTERNATIONAL

ESC 2023  |    25 - 28 AUGUST 2023  |  AMSTERDAM & Virtual

Immerse yourself in state-of-the-art science and hear new guidelines presented live by the experts,
be introduced to innovations and topics at the forefront of cardiovascular medicine.
View the updated program.      Register here  

 

* HFSA ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC MEETING  |  6 - 9 OCT 2023  |  CLEVELAND

Join your cohort at the Heart Failure Society of America Annual Scientific Meeting (HFSA).
Renowned to provide you with the best of heart failure science, meet the experts and be at the
forefront of new research, practice developments and networking opportunities.  

Plan your program here  |  Early bird closes prior to 15 July 2023  |  Register here

* Applications are now open to apply for the CSANZ Heart Failure Council travel grant to attend
the HFSA in October. Read more about the CSANZ Travel Grant criteria here and how to
apply, once you've had an abstract accepted.
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AHA  |  10 - 13 NOVEMBER 2023  |  PHILADELPHIA

General Abstract submissions are closing 8 June 2023 6pm (CT)

Submit now

Abstract submissions are now closed. Late-Breaking Basic Science Abstract submission opening
26 June and closing 22 August 2023 at 6pm (CT) 

Read more here

 

Visit the CSANZ Events Calendar to view more

 

JOIN US ON THE
CSANZ APP 

Scan the QR code

OR Follow this link to
download from: 

App Store for IOS users
Google Play for Android 

It's simple to use, with all the
CSANZ Resources at your
fingertips!

“The CSANZ app opens so
many opportunities to boost
your career and collaborate
with others.”

Connect and join the conversation ...
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Tweet Us on Twitter  |  Like Us and Post on Facebook  | Connect with CSANZ on LinkedIn |

Join the conversation, network and collaborate in the Members' only CSANZ Forums on
the CSANZ App. Scan the QR Code to download, or for direct links go to:  

CSANZ app for IOS    or   Google Play for Android.
 

Disclaimer: You have been sent this e-mail as a member of CSANZ. The CSANZ provides the
above information for the benefit of Members. Unless otherwise stated, CSANZ is not affiliated
nor endorses the meetings or courses advertised.

© The Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand

Edit your subscription | Unsubscribe
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